Two KU juniors win Goldwater scholarships

A chemical engineering major and a chemistry major have been chosen as recipients of prestigious Barry M. Goldwater Scholarships. The awards are the premier undergraduate recognition to honor academically gifted students in science, technology, engineering and mathematics to provide a continuing source of highly qualified scientists, mathematicians and engineers.
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TODAY'S HEADLINES

KU, city to share fiber optic infrastructure

The Lawrence City Commission approved an agreement with KU on Tuesday to share fiber optic infrastructure in the city and on campus. The agreement provides the city and KU the ability to enhance and extend their respective fiber capacities at a lower cost than either could on their own.
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KUCTC Innovation Fair

KU students are invited to share their entrepreneurial ideas and translational research – and compete for $4,500 in prize money – at the 2013 KUCTC Innovation Fair on April 30 in the Kansas Union Ballroom.
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Conference on global drought

The international area studies centers at KU have announced the conference Global Water: Drought, Conservation and Security in The 21st Century, set for April 12-13 at The Commons in Spooner Hall. This event is free and open to the public.
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TODAY'S EVENTS

CONCERT

Borromeo String Quartet
Friday, March 29, 2013
7:30 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Swarthout Recital Hall

View all events

TWEETER

@BeAJayhawk Big game tonight! Check out a special Sweet 16 edition of @UDK_News for more about tonight's matchup. #kubball #RCJH http://tinyurl.com/dyakmd8

View all tweets

FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

KUMC ON FACEBOOK

Faculty Appreciation Day
More: photos | videos
Architecture professor honored

The Architectural Research Centers Consortium has granted its 2013 New Research Award to Kapila Silva, an assistant professor of architecture who researches the social and cultural dimensions of the historic preservation of architecture and neighborhoods in Asian countries.
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